CONSERVATION CHAMPIONS
Environmental leaders in wine

BACKSBERG

BARTINNEY

BOUCHARD FINLAYSON

This family-run winery near Paarl is a
leader in environmental care and innovation. In 2006, Backsberg became the first
winery in South Africa, and the third in
the world, to become carbon neutral.

High on the Helshoogte Pass outside
Stellenbosch, Bartinney believes strongly
in sustainability and finding the balance
between the best farming practices and
enhancing the environment.

With 10 percent of their land set aside for
conservation, Backsberg has continued to
embrace sustainability. From bottling some
of their wines in PET plastic bottles and
installing a biomass furnace to manage
refrigeration (cooling from heat) to largescale tree planting, Backsberg has also set
itself the ambitious goal of generating all
its own fuel and electricity from renewable
sources. Its aim is to go off the grid and be
energy independent.

With 15 hectares of this small farm set
aside for conservation, Bartinney completed an invasive alien vegetation clearing
project within a couple of years since Rose
and Michael Jordaan bought the farm in
2006. They then initiated and developed
an indigenous nursery to restore the steep
and barren slopes. Having planted over
7,000 indigenous fynbos plants, Bartinney
is carbon neutral and continues to radically
reduce their carbon footprint through the
use of solar energy.

In the Hemel-en-Aarde Valley just outside Hermanus and bordering Fernkloof
Nature Reserve is Bouchard Finlayson, a
boutique wine farm that has set aside an
astounding 80 percent, or 100 hectares,
of its land for conservation. A perennial
mountain stream runs through the farm
and large areas of wetland have been
cleared of alien vegetation.

Owner Michael Back (above) won the
Drinks Business’ Green Lifetime Achievement Award in 2015.

They have used only endemic plants to
create a wetland to help purify the water
used in their winemaking process and
grow endemic fynbos cover crops between
the vineyards. They have also photo documented Cape leopard, honey badger and
caracal on their farm.

Bouchard Finlayson was started in 1989 by
Paul Bouchard and Peter Finlayson who,
as a viticulturist, has a deep understanding
of the natural flora and fauna. The current
owners have continued this commitment
to conservation. Frank Woodvine, a consulting botanist, has also collected over
250 indigenous specimens on the farm.
To experience this wealth of biodiversity,
there are three self-guided trails open to
the public. Each has a wide variety of plant
habitats to explore, together with notes on
each of the routes.

CONSERVATION CHAMPIONS
Over the last decade a third of industry wine producers
have committed to reducing their overall environmental impact. And 10 percent of these are producers
who have showcased their efforts as global leaders of
environmental sustainability and conservation. These
next pages tell short stories of successes and conservation-worthy achievements of these BWI Champions.
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CEDERBERG
PRIVATE CELLAR

CLOOF WINE ESTATE AND
BURGHERSPOST WINE ESTATE

DELHEIM

EIKENHOF FARM

ELGIN ORCHARDS

GABRIËLSKLOOF

The vineyards of Cederberg Private Cellar
are among the highest in the Western Cape
at 1,036 metres above sea level. Situated
in the Cederberg mountains, between Citrusdal and Clanwilliam, this 5,500-hectare
farm forms part of the Greater Cederberg
Biodiversity Corridor between the West
Coast and the Tankwa Karoo.

Situated in the Darling wine region,
sister estates Cloof and Burgherspost
cooperate closely in both farming and
conservation matters. With a combined
total of 1,094 hectares under conservation,
they contribute to the preservation
of 611 hectares of Swartland Granite
Renosterveld and 598 hectares of Atlantis
Sand Fynbos – both highly endangered
vegetation types.

Established in 1971, the German familyowned Delheim farm in Stellenbosch also
extends to the sister farm of Delvera,
creating a total of 364 hectares. With a
quarter – 89 hectares – under conservation, Delheim is passionate about the
environment and conservation, as well as
community and sustainable development.

Caring for the environment has been
a longstanding principle at Eikenhof.
Well known for their apples and poultry,
this 350-hectare farm outside Grabouw
also has 15 hectares under vine and the
grapes are supplied to Elgin Vintners and
Winters Drift.

With 116 hectares under conservation in
the Elgin Valley, Elgin Orchards has cleared
alien vegetation from over 85 hectares on
the farm, which connects to the World
Heritage Site of the Kogelberg Biosphere
Reserve. They are contributing to the
revival of fynbos species and the return
of many mammal and bird species in this
special region.

Purchased in 2002, Gabriëlskloof was
renamed after its original owner in 1860,
Gabriel le Roux. This farmland, just off
the N2 after Bot Rivier, was previously
covered with wheat and canola and a few
wandering sheep. It now has 70 hectares
under vine and 50 hectares set aside for
conservation, mostly consisting of
Overberg Sandstone Fynbos and some
critically endangered Western Ruens
Shale Renosterveld.

Only about 300 hectares is used for
farming, the holiday resort and staff
housing, with the rest of this unspoilt land
placed under CapeNature’s care – with
5,200 hectares under conservation. This
fifth-generation, family-run farm was used
for growing deciduous fruit before the first
vines were planted in 1973.
Cederberg farms sustainably and because
this isolated area is virus free and has
minimal disease, this allows for little to no
chemical intervention. They also undertake
continuous eradication of invasive alien
vegetation to protect the fynbos and its
different ecosystems.
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Cloof and Burgherspost believe in diversified farming, not only to counter financial
risk, but they also believe in the value of
investing in conservation strategies such as
clearing of alien vegatation. Such activities
are supervised by a conservation manager.
On this West Coast land, there is also
a game camp stocked with locally
indigenous mammals, and nature drives
are offered for visitors to experience
conservation in agriculture.

Delheim is also a founding member of the
Greater Simonsberg Conservancy, serving
28 members within the Simonsberg area.
The offices and an environmental outreach
centre are situated at Delvera.
A series of ecotourism initiatives, from
birdwatching to mountain biking trails,
have also been developed. At full moon,
Dirtopia organise a full-moon hike from
Delvera up to the nearby Klapmutskop,
which is home to a recently uncovered
indigenous yellowwood forest.

The farm is a member of the Groenlandberg Conservancy and of the
Green Mountain Eco Route. There is
an ongoing project to remove alien
vegetation on the property, especially
on the banks of the Palmiet River and
the Eikenhof dam.
Eikenhof ’s greatest natural asset is a
55-hectare fynbos reserve that borders
onto the Groenlandberg Nature Reserve.
Following a fire in 1984, approximately
2,000 seedlings were planted back into this
fynbos area and in the three kloofs on the
farm, and more than 50 species of indigenous trees have been planted to cover
over three hectares.

Elgin Orchards has made a considerable
financial investment into the restoration,
protection and maintenance of natural watercourses, buffer zones and other
environmentally important ecosystems on
the farm. The natural vegetation is thriving
along the 6.6 kilometres of Palmiet River
on the property and this natural river system is recovering, thus ensuring the good
quality of the water.

They have rehabilitated the fynbos in
the area below the winemaker’s house
by collecting fynbos seeds over a period
of time and then scattering them across
the slope. A variety of birdlife has returned
to the farm to delight birdwatchers young
and old.

All the employees of Elgin Orchards have
been educated on conservation and have a
good understanding of the value of protecting our shared natural resources and
sharing in this responsibility.
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GRAHAM BECK WINES

HAMILTON RUSSELL
VINEYARDS

HERMANUSPIETERSFONTEIN
WINGERDE

HIDDEN VALLEY

KLEIN CONSTANTIA

KOELFONTEIN ESTATE

Not long after Graham Beck Wine Estate
was established in 1983, they set aside a
substantial portion of their land as a private
nature reserve in this semi-arid region near
Robertson. Many farms in the vicinity
followed their lead, which resulted in the
coming together of 27 neighbouring
landowners, with Graham Beck as the
driving force, to create the RooibergBreede River Conservancy.

Close to the Fernkloof Nature Reserve
outside Hermanus, Hamilton Russell
Vineyards – established in 1975 – was the
pioneering wine producer in the Hemelen-Aarde Valley. This family-owned farm
has a private nature reserve with pristine
mountain fynbos and two small wetlands
as part of the 407 hectares under conservation across the adjacent properties owned
by the Hamilton Russell family.

Hermanuspietersfontein is the only wine
producer in the premium cool climate
area of Sondagskloof. Just off the coastal
R43 before Hermanus is the Hermanuspietersfontein farm, founded in 1855.
From the outset of the winery’s establishment in 2005, they have followed ecofriendly farming practices to conserve and
support the abundant biodiversity and
maintain balance in its ecosystems.

Hidden Valley in Stellenbosch is perched
high on the northern slopes of the Helderberg Mountain. Established in 1995, this
farm has been actively involved in restoring the natural environment and creating
conservation areas.

Overlooking the historic Constantia Valley,
Klein Constantia was established in 1823
and has been a wine farm ever since. With
22 hectares under conservation, Klein
Constantia became a BWI Member in
2010 and was awarded BWI Champion
status in 2011.

Situated on the Gydo Pass outside Ceres,
Koelfontein Estate has been in the Conradie family since 1832. With 598 hectares
under conservation, they take nature into
consideration in everything they do and
the remaining areas of natural veld are
precious to them.

The nature reserve is home to many
indigenous species of fauna – including
the highly endangered and rare riverine
rabbit – as well as large tracts of highly
sensitive Succulent Karoo vegetation.

The health of the environment is of critical importance to this family who live and
work where the wine is made. They have
also extended the natural biodiversity into
the vineyards by establishing biodiversity
islands and species-diverse permanent
cover crops. The land is also home to
numerous species of animals, including
klipspringer, caracal and bat-eared fox.

With 220 hectares under conservation, the
vineyard blocks were planned around the
indigenous fynbos to limit further loss of
threatened natural habitat. There are five
natural corridors that link pristine fynbos
and create pathways for the animals, birds
and insects to move freely between the
various ecosystems on the farm.

There are many projects underway to improve the quality in the vineyard and the
cellar, from extensive soil erosion plans and
a focus on more sustainable viticultural
practices, to a cellar that will be powered
by solar energy.

The three vegetation types occurring
on the farm are Winterhoek Sandstone
Fynbos, endangered Kouebokkeveld Shale
Fynbos and Kouebokkeveld Alluvium
Fynbos. At Koelfontein they focus on the
fundamentals, from soil conservation to
using water sparingly. They also make use
of mating disruption techniques to control Eastern fruit moth and codling moth,
and in so doing they are able to be more
sustainable.

With an impressive 1,885 hectares under
conservation, Graham Beck also focuses on
veld management, control of soil
erosion, bio-energy solutions, waste
management, environmentally-sensitive
pest and disease control, and environmental education and upskilling in
the community.
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By-appointment tours and tastings bring
the family-farm experience to life.

The Hermanuspietersfontein self-catering
cottages are a wonderful way to take in the
sights and sounds of nature on this farm,
and on Saturday mornings you can visit
the food and wine market.

With five hectares of wild olive forest
under conservation on this small farm,
the sustainable nature of every activity on
Hidden Valley farm supports owner Dave
Hidden’s philosophy that working with
nature is an essential element of owning
and managing a unique piece of land.
Birdwatching and a walking trail are just
some of the activities to enjoy in their
beautifully maintained and improved
fynbos garden, which attracts many birds,
small animals and reptiles. They also boast a
fully operational recycling programme for
both organic and inorganic waste.

This farm has also experienced serious
damage to their crops caused by baboons,
but today most of this problem is taken
care of by using baboon monitors during
harvest. Excellent progress has also been
made in clearing alien vegetation.

There is a self-catering cottage on a
secluded corner of the farm and visitors
can enjoy nature by hiking the Christie
Prins trail on the Koelfontein property.
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LA MOTTE

La Motte farm in the beautiful Franschhoek Valley is an enchanting destination
and home to threatened mountain fynbos.
Since 2007, La Motte has rehabilitated
35 hectares of degraded mountain vegetation. This involved clearing alien plants
and creating an indigenous nursery to
transfer indigenous species back to the
mountain. Every year, a team removes
alien seedlings to avoid regrowth of this
invasive vegetation.
La Motte’s commitment to the principles
and practices of excellence in wine production and environmental sustenance is
acknowledged by a host of accolades and
awards over the years.
Established in 1970, the farm has a strong
focus on arts and culture, as well as conservation. It is also home to a five-kilometre
hiking trail – opened in 2010 – to encourage visitors to explore the beautiful and
pristine mountain fynbos.
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LOURENSFORD

Over half of the impressive Lourensford
Estate is under conservation. Spanning
4,000 hectares just outside Somerset West,
this massive multifaceted farm is bordered
by the Helderberg and the Hottentots
Holland mountain ranges. These conservation areas consist of vulnerable Kogelberg
Sandstone Fynbos, endangered BolandGranite Fynbos, as well as critically
endangered Lourensford Alluvium Fynbos.
A massive alien vegetation clearing project
was started in the mid-2000s to rehabilitate the upper reaches of the Lourens
River, as well as restoring wetlands and
indigenous Afromontane forest.
In 2014, the farm invested in solar energy
by installing a modern 500 kilowatt-hours
solar photovoltaic plant on the roof of
their winery as part of their long-term
green strategy.

MERWIDA

The fertile soils and flood plains of the
Breede River Valley near Rawsonville have
been in the Van der Merwe family since
1840, and are home to Merwida Winery.
With 600 hectares of wetlands conserved
on the farm, Merwida is proud of this
healthy wetland with its abundant indigenous palmiet covering most of the area.
Extensive clearing of alien invasive plants
has taken place to allow the palmiet to
flourish, as this plant plays an important
role in stabilising the river banks, slowing down flood waters and is a source of
shelter and food for creatures along the
river. This near-pristine wetland, the largest
along the Breede River system, supports a
unique collection of aquatic insects, as well
as water-dependent birds and animals.

NEETHLINGSHOF

OAK VALLEY

PAUL CLUVER WINES

Over three centuries old, Neethlingshof
Estate has in recent years been striving
to recreate a balance between vineyard
development and indigenous vegetation.
In 2007, a pilot project saw 1,000 square
metres restored to renosterveld, as this area
falls within a critically endangered habitat
of Swartland Granite Renosterveld.

Situated close to Elgin, Oak Valley Estate is
a founder member of the Groenlandberg
Conservancy. With 282 hectares of the
1,786-hectare farm under conservation,
the mountain area of the estate consists
of pristine Kogelberg Sandstone Fynbos,
which is adjacent to the Groenlandberg
Nature Reserve.

In some instances, vineyards were uprooted and replaced with renosterveld species,
and renosterveld corridors were created
to allow movement of non-flying insects
between vineyards and natural areas.

Established in 1898, Oak Valley got its
name from 30 hectares of oak trees planted
at the turn of the twentieth century. This
diversified farm also has 15 hectares of
greenhouses for cut-flower production,
30 hectares of vineyards, 350 hectares of
apples and pears, and 583 hectares of open
pastures for free-range, acorn-fed pigs and
free-range cattle.

Paul Cluver Wines were the first to plant
commercial vineyards and establish a wine
cellar in the Elgin Valley in the late 1980s.
This family-run business is very mindful
of the environment, with 60 percent of
the total farm under conservation through
stewardship agreement with CapeNature.
This land is also situated in the stunning
World Heritage Site of the Kogelberg
Biosphere Reserve.

Removal of alien vegetation is also an
ongoing process with over 15 hectares
cleared to date. Neethlingshof has 127
hectares under conservation and has also
created renosterveld islands within existing
vineyards so as to promote the return of
beneficial natural insects.

During the course of 2007, the late Pieter
Visser – the Oak Valley winemaker and a
keen mountain biker – set about building
the trails that together form The Oak
Valley Mountain Biking Experience.

As part of Cluver’s rehabilitation of
indigenous vegetation, over 800 endemic
trees have been planted. They have also
built over 40 kilometres of singletrack for
mountain biking as part of Wines2Whales,
thus creating employment for 10 people
in the process.
Cluver also initiated the Thandi Project,
one of the first black economic empowerment initiatives, enabling workers to own
their own orchards and vineyards and the
wine brand, Thandi. Dr Paul Cluver was
awarded The Drinks Business’ Green
Lifetime Achievement Award in 2011.
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ROBERT STANFORD ESTATE

SCHALKENBOSCH
WINE ESTATE

SPIER WINES

UITKYK

VERGELEGEN WINE ESTATE

VONDELING AND
BOWWOOD

Between Hermanus and Gansbaai, outside the quaint village of Stanford, lies the
Robert Stanford Estate – named after its
original owner. This 164-hectare property
has 35 hectares under conservation, mostly
consisting of Overberg Sandstone Fynbos
and some Elim Ferricrete Fynbos.

This Tulbagh farm, adjacent to the
Witzenberg Nature Reserve, was established in 1792 but only bottled its first
wine as Schalkenbosch Wines in 2002.

Farmed since 1692, Spier has a wealth
of history, as well as a vibrant vision for
a sustainable future of ethical farming,
healthy soil and happy people. They
are renowned for their approach to
responsible tourism.

Located on the slopes of the Simonsberg
Mountain, on the R44 between Stellenbosch and Paarl, Uitkyk constitutes one
of the largest wine farms in the region,
stretching across an area of 591 hectares.
Over half of this land – 300 hectares – has
been set aside for conservation, including
a substantial portion that falls within the
Greater Simonsberg Conservancy, supporting one of the largest remnants of critically
endangered Swartland Shale Renosterveld.

Outside Somerset West, the 3 000-hectare
estate of Vergelegen is extremely dedicated
to conservation. Two-thirds of the estate
– 2,000 hectares – have been cleared of
invasive alien vegetation since Vergelegen
became the first BWI Champion in 2005.

A 656-hectare farm, of which more than
200 hectares is allocated for conservation,
sister estates Vondeling and Bowwood follow an environmentally sensitive approach
to farming. Situated between Paarl and the
Swartland, the conserved land includes the
endangered Boland Granite Fynbos.

Since the farm was bought in 2003, indigenous trees have been planted along all
roads on the farm, and 32 hectares have
been cleared of alien vegetation. Access
to fynbos areas is also strictly controlled
to prevent fynbos harvesting, and quarries
are being rehabilitated where sand mining once took place. Biological farming
methods are also used, such as turkeys that
are kept for snail control, yearly planting
of cover crops, as well as making their own
compost and mulch.
Visitors can stroll through the vineyards or
enjoy a tractor ride to experience nature
up close.
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The 1,000-hectare conservation estate was
established as part of the estate’s commitment to the conservation, preservation and
rehabilitation of the indigenous flora and
fauna as this area contains many endangered species. It has been placed under the
stewardship of CapeNature in perpetuity.
Schalkenbosch is committed to sustainable
farming methods, waterwise management,
minimal chemical intervention in the
vineyards and in wine production, as well
as the eradication of alien species, prevention of soil erosion and the re-introduction
of animals that are endemic to the region.

With 93 hectares under conservation,
this Stellenbosch wine farm has many
environmental initiatives, ranging from
the development of an indigenous nursery
to reducing their water usage. All of Spier’s
waste water and 80 percent of its solid
waste is recycled.
They also have various social initiatives
such as supporting entrepreneurs to create
minor enterprises linked to Spier, as well
as supporting locals in impoverished
communities to grow trees in exchange
for essential goods.

In 2008, Uitkyk initiated its invasive
clearing programme, which has seen the
clearing of alien trees within several corridors on the estate. An exciting discovery
amid such operations was the uncovering
of a small patch of indigenous silver trees.
Hiking and mountain-biking trails allow
visitors to explore these richly diverse
slopes covered in indigenous flora.

Founded in 1700 and acquired by
Anglo American in 1987, the estate also
boasts 316 hectares of rehabilitated
pristine Boland Granite Fynbos, as well
as 250 hectares of critically endangered
Swartland Shale Renosterveld and a small
area of Lourensford Alluvium Fynbos.
Combined with large-scale clearing,
Vergelen has implemented an environmental management programme that
collectively allows indigenous plant
and animal species to return to vast
tracts of land.

Established in 2001,Vondeling co-funded
the Paardeberg Sustainability Initiative.
Over 1,000 fynbos species have now been
catalogued in the broader Paardeberg area
by botanist Greg Nicolson.Vondeling
named their signature wines to highlight
the plight of just two species of 75 plants
threatened with extinction, namely
Babiana noctiflora and Erica hippurus.
They are committed to an innovative
waste-water management system, a social
upliftment job-creating project in alien
vegetation removal, a recycling programme
and wildfire prevention.
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WATERFORD ESTATE

WATERKLOOF

WAVERLEY HILLS
ORGANIC WINES

WEDDERWILL

WILDEKRANS WINE ESTATE

WINTERS DRIFT

Waterford Estate in the Blaauwklippen
Valley in Stellenbosch used to be covered
in fruit orchards before it was bought in
1998 by the Ord family.

Bought in 2004,Waterkloof is a 149-hectare
wine farm on the slopes of the Schapenberg off Old Sir Lowry’s Pass Road. Over
half of the land – 75 hectares – has been
set aside to predominantly conserve the
endangered Boland Granite Fynbos.

Between Tulbagh and Ceres, Waverley Hills
is situated in the foothills of the Witzenberg mountain range and is surrounded
by diverse fynbos. Over 16 hectares of
land have been set aside for conservation, including vulnerable Breede Shale
Renosterveld, Breede Shale Fynbos and
endangered Breede Alluvium Fynbos. All
alien vegetation has been removed from
the estate.

Adjacent to Sir Lowry’s Pass on the
lower reaches of the Hottentots Holland
mountain range is the family estate of
Wedderwill. There has always been a focus
on protecting and restoring the natural
habitat at Wedderwill, with 237 hectares
under conservation.

Located south of the village of Bot River,
Wildekrans Wine Estate is 1,115 hectares
in extent, of which 444 hectares are under
conservation. Wildekrans is passionate
about protecting natural vegetation on the
farm and acts as a surrogate for a host of
species from insects to spiders,
birds to mammals.

Established in 2004, Winters Drift was
previously owned by Molteno Brothers
and is now under the Fruitways Group.

Of this 120-hectare farm, only half was
cultivated, with the remaining land being
made up of riverine areas with wild olive
groves and open land covered with fynbos.
The cultivated land has been replanted
with vines and 27 hectares are set aside
for conservation.
In restoring the land, Waterford Estate
has taken down fences to allow natural
migration of buck, caracal and porcupines,
and has removed alien vegetation and
demarcated green belt areas. They have
safari-style drives, as well as a wine walk
for visitors to explore the farm.
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Waterkloof has practised biodynamic
farming since 2008 and the presence of
free-roaming chickens and beautiful white
and brown horses in the 56 hectares of
vineyards is quite striking. These Percheron
draft horses are used instead of tractors,
thus minimising the damage to the soil
and vines – and reducing carbon emissions.
The chickens feed on insect pests while
adding nitrogen to the soil, as well as providing free-range eggs for the restaurant.
They also have cows to produce compost
and Dorper sheep in the vineyards to
control weeds.

Waverley Hills was the first organic wine
producer to achieve BWI Champion status
and they believe that sustainability includes
not only the land but also the environment, people, community and ethics.
At Waverley Hills, visitors can also learn
more about sustainable farming, buy plants
at the indigenous nursery and browse
through the tranquil fynbos garden or
explore the hiking trail.

Consisting of vineyards, olive groves and
a game reserve, Wedderwill is home to
many indigenous animals. The river that
runs through the centre of the reserve has
been rehabilitated and the alien vegetation
cleared, and there is a follow-up programme to ensure maintenance of these
cleared sites.
A herbarium was started in October 2005
as part of an initiative to record plant
species on two sites on the farm that are
of botanical value. About 300 indigenous
plants have been identified and camera
traps have also been installed to monitor
wildlife in the area.

Kogelberg Sandstone Fynbos, as well as
patches of critically endangered Western
Ruens Shale Renosterveld can be found
on Wildekrans.
The scenic road leading down through the
wine estate is decorated with signs naming
but a few of the thousands of indigenous
trees and rare fynbos occurring on the
farm. This project aims to educate visitors
by highlighting the diversity and abundance of endangered species that can
occur within a small area of the Cape
Floral Kingdom.

Situated in the Elgin Valley, Winters Drift
draws its name from the ‘winter ford of
the river’, a notation found on an old
survey diagram dating back to 1832 and
indicating the crossing that was used
during the winter months when the
river flow was high.
As owners of about 500 hectares of
uncultivated mountain veld in the area,
Fruitways founded the Groelandberg
Conservancy in 1998. This formalised
grouping of farms surrounding the
‘Green Mountain’ is now registered
with CapeNature to conserve these
remaining areas of unspoilt fynbos.
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